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In all walks of life, data helps us understand the past, predict
the future, understand causal relationships, spot correlations,
and make better decisions.

     Publishing is no exception to this rule. The National Library of the

Philippines (NLP) through the Bibliographic Services Division (BSD)

launched the use of the International Standard Numbering

Systems-Philippine Online Application System (INS-POAS) on July 1,

2021. Making it possible for easy retrieval of data, and easy access to

information.

  These recorded data point the way toward the possible

opportunity for the publishers  and authors  to continue to create,

develop and publish. 

International Standard Numbering System-Philippine Online Application System (INS-POAS) is the first transactional system

developed by the National Library of the Philippines through the efforts of the Bibliographic Services Division and the Information

Technology Division .
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARD BOOK NUMBER (ISBN)
  International Standard Book

Number (ISBN) is an internationally

recognized system whereby code

numbers are assigned to books for

easy identification and speedy

exchange of information among

publishers and all segments of the

book industry and allied sectors.

Specifically, it is a unique and

unchangeable code number

assigned to one title, one binding, or

edition of a published work.

    While readers’ information is

critical for publishers, we hope that

these data will also help our

publisher. For without data, players

in the publishing industry are blind

to many of the challenges that are

and will be facing in the following

years, with more sophisticated

readers, incumbents from other

related industries taking advantage

of their knowledge of what people

want when looking for mobile and

digital culture and entertainment,

and more complex internal

processes that require deeper

understanding.

 

    January to December 2021

records shows that there are one

hundred sixteen (116) newly

registered companies or

organizations and one hundred

twenty-four (124) individual

registrants or author-publishers. Fifty-

nine (59) were male and sixty-five

(65) were female author-publishers.

   The following are the data

generated from the INS-POAS from

July 1 – December 31, 2021. We then 

worked on this information and

started with simple statistics and

charts. Data is disaggregated based

on the application filled out by the

publishers. The publisher is the

group, organisation, company, or

individual who is responsible for

initiating the production of a

particular publication. Normally, the

publisher is also the person or body

who bears the cost or financial risk in

making a product available. It is

normally the printer, but it can be

the author of the book if the author

has chosen to publish their book

themselves. 

 The following data are

disaggregated based on Subject,

Region, Category, Format, and

Language. These were extracted

from the database per application

from July – to December 2021 only.

      With 4, 040 applications from July

1-December 31, 2021, data also shows

that during the period, publishers

and authors from Region 4B only

applied 3 ISBN applications, the

lowest number in terms of

applications by all regions in the

country. Regions 9 and 12 tied to

both 10 applications being the

second to the lowest followed by

Regions 5 and 8 with both having a

number of 22 ISBN applications.

Rounding up the top 5 lowest

applicants of ISBN within the year is

Region 6 having only an application

of 37.

 By Region 
       Table 1 shows that the highest

number of applications comes

from the National Capital Region

(NCR) with 2,801 ISBN

applications. It is interesting to

note that publishers and authors

of the NCR have produced a

thousand publications within this

period that are much worth

emulating. Region 2 ranked

second with a total of 254 ISBN

applications, followed by Region

4A with 244 applications. Also on

top of the list is Region 3 with 173

ISBN applications and rounding

up the top 5 is Region 7 having a

total of 107.

Table 1  ISBN Application by Region

*Data gathered from July 1 to December
31, 2021 only. 
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By Subject
  In selecting the subjects for a particular ISBN

application we used the Dewey Decimal Classification

(DDC) Hundred Divisions, and these are : 

000 General Reference, Information & Computers
 010 Bibliography

 020 Library & information sciences

 030 General encyclopedic works

 040 Special topics

 050 General serials & their indexes

 060 General organizations & museums

 070 News media, journalism, publishing

 080 General collections

 090 Manuscripts & rare books

100 Philosophy & psychology
110 Metaphysics

120 Epistemology, causation, humankind

130 Paranormal phenomena

140 Specific philosophical schools

150 Psychology

160 Logic

170 Ethics (moral philosophy)

180 Ancient, medieval, oriental philosophy

190 Modern western philosophy

200 Religion 
 210 Natural theology

 220 Bible

 230 Christian theology

 240 Christian moral & devotional theology

 250 Christian orders & local churches

 260 Christian social theology

 270 Christian church history

 280 Christian denominations & sects

 290 Other & comparative religions

300 Social Sciences
 310 General statistics

 320 Political science

 330 Economics

 340 Law

 350 Public administration

 360 Social problems & services

 370 Education

 380 Commerce, communications, transport

 390 Customs, etiquette, folklore

400 Language
 410 Linguistics

 420 English & Anglo-Saxon languages

 430 Germanic languages (German)

 440 Romance languages (French)

 450 Italian, Romanian, Rhaeto-Romanic

 460 Spanish & Portuguese languages

 470 Italic languages (Latin)

 480 Hellenic languages (Classical Greek)

 490 Other languages

500 Natural science & mathematics
 510 Mathematics

 520 Astronomy & allied sciences

 530 Physics

 540 Chemistry & allied sciences

 550 Earth sciences

 560 Paleontology & Paleozoology

 570 Life sciences

 580 Botanical sciences

 590 Zoological sciences

600 Technology (applied sciences)
 610 Medical sciences (Medicine, Psychiatry)

 620 Engineering

 630 Agriculture

 640 Home economics & family living

 650 Management

 660 Chemical engineering

 670 Manufacturing

 680 Manufacture for specific use

 690 Buildings

 700 Arts & Recreation
 710 Civic & landscape art

 720 Architecture

 730 Sculpture

 740 Drawings & decorative arts

 750 Paintings & painters

 760 Graphic arts (Printmaking & prints)

 770 Photography

 780 Music

 790 Recreational & performing arts

800 Literature
 810 American literature in English

 820 English literature

 830 Literature of Germanic language

 840 Literatures of Romance language

 850 Italian, Romanian, Rhaeto-Romanic Literatures

 860 Spanish & Portuguese literatures

 870 Italic literatures (Latin)

 880 Hellenic literatures (Classical Greek)

 890 Literatures of other languages

900 History & Geography 
 910 Geography & travel

 920 Biography, genealogy, insignia

 930 History of the ancient world

 940 General history of Europe

 950 General history of Asia (Far East)

 960 General history of Africa

 970 General history of North America

 980 General history of South America

 990 General history of other areas
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       As to the choices made by applicants in terms

of subject headings in their publications, data in

Figure 1  shows that subject 000, 300, and 800

top the list.  Thus, 000 which pertains to General

Reference, Information and Computers got the

highest number ISBN applied with 867 total

number of applications. Subject headings on 300

or Social sciences have also obtained a bigger

share with 734, while in DDC 800 or Literature

listed a total number of 693 applications.

Meanwhile, the  data also indicates that  DDC

subject 900, 600 and 100 have the lowest ISBN

application. In 900-999 –history and geography,

only 160 number of applications were received,

while 600-Technology (Applied Science) with 124

application. 100–199 (philosophy and psychology)

got the lowest number of applications with only

66. 

Figure 1  ISBN Application by Subject

By Format
  Presented in Table 2 are the INS-POAS

application based on formats. It has been found

out that there were hundreds of different forms

used by our publishers during the year, just that

those other formats seemed to be unfamiliar or

unpopular of which we only have 1 application

recorded. We opted to choose the top 15 most

common formats used by Philippine publishers

which are the following; Softbound/Paperback,

Hardbound, cloth, EPUB, EPUB Softbound /

Paperback, Hardbound; MOBI/KINDLE

Softbound/Paperback, Hardbound PDF

downloadable, Hardbound Softbound/

Paperback, PDF downloadable and PDF (read-

only). Hardbound Softbound / Paperback, PDF

downloadable, and PDF (read-only). From the

above-mentioned commonly used top 15

formats, data reveals that  Softbound/Paperback

Table 2  ISBN Application by Format

*(Top 15 Applied) Total: 4080 Items

 By Category
   We used three categories namely Trade books,

Children’s books, and textbooks / Educational materials.

Records found in INS-POAS are; children’s books with 401

applications, children’s books at the same time textbook /

educational materials with 19, textbook / educational

materials with an application of 2,422, trade books with

1,141 applications. Based on the above-mentioned data,

the two most applied publications for ISBN are the

categories of textbook educational materials and as well

as trade books.

Table 3  ISBN Application by Category

By Language
     As for the languages per publications applied for

ISBN, we have identified the top 20 languages used by

authors and publishers such as; Bahasa Sug, Bahasa

Sug-Filipino, Bikol, Naga, Bisaya, Cebuano, Chabacano,

English, English and Filipino, Filipino, Filipino and

Manobo, Kankaney-Ibaloy, Hiligaynon, Ilokano,

Kapampangan, Magindanawon, Meranaw, Sebwano,  

is widely used with a total of 2,121 ISBN applications.

Hardbound comes in the second which totals 333

followed by soft bound-newsprint with 237

applications and PDF (read-only) with a total of 167.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Dewey_Decimal_classes#Class_300_%E2%80%93_Social_sciences
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Table 4  ISBN Application by Language

I N T E RN A T I O N A L
S T A N D A RD  S E R I A L
N U M B E R  ( I S S N )

Sinama and Teduray. For one, there are a hundred

languages found to be employed by Philippine

publishers for their publications but from amongst the

top 20 commonly utilized languages, English got the

highest number of which it reaches 2,629 and is

seconded by the Filipino language with 723 ISBN

applications. As such, all of the remaining languages

are only in 2-digits.

    International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) is an

international identifier for serials and continuing

resources in the electronic and print worlds. It can be

assigned to any serial or continuing resource whether

past, present, or to be published in the foreseeable

future whatever the medium of production (e.g. print,

online, CD-ROM, etc.).

       The application for the International Standard Serial

Number shows that there are applications for Print

with 358; online with 183, PDF with 7, and CD/DVD with

3..

Figure 2  ISSN Applications

    Based on our data, the National Capital Region

(NCR) topped the applications with 166, followed by

Region 4-A with 78 and Region 3 with 64. applications.

Table 5  ISSN Applications
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I N T E RN A T I O N A L
S T A N D A RD  M U S I C
N U M B E R  ( I S M N )
   International Standard Music Number (ISMN) is a

unique 13-digit number for the identification of all

printed and digital music publications i.e. notated

music such as scores, vocal scores, sheet music, and

anthologies of music, music part or separate parts for

particular instrumentation from a specific publisher or

producer. It is compatible with the international EAN-

13 digit barcode, an internationally recognized system

whereby code numbers are assigned to facilitate

international cooperation and information exchange.

The ISMN is used to identify publications of notated

music, whether available for sale, hire, gratis, or for

copyright purposes only.

    In 2021, there are only 39 ISMN issued. Publishers

from the National Capital Region (NCR) topped the

applications with 3, followed by Region 3, 2, 4A with 1

application each.

      There were 19 Printed Music, 16 Printed Scores, and 4

Electronic Formats.

Table 6 ISMN Applications

Figure 3 ISMN Applications


